1.
INTROQUCTION
Let q=p' for some prime integer p and integer t~I, let F=GF(q) denote the finite field of q elements, and let K =GF (q"), n~1, denote the nth degree extension of F. 
F.
The basis referred to in Theorem 1 is called a normal basis. Normal bases have recently received special attention in the literature due to their application to the design of efficient multipliers for finite fields ( [3] , [4] , (5] , (6] ).
In this paper we present the following generalization of the normal basis theoretn: Let ).I.Az, ...~-I be integers in the range 05,'A;<q, with at most one of the 'A; equal to zero. Then, ' -0~q "'z 'J.
).
. -1 there exists~element a e K such that a ,a ,a q , ••• ,a .-Iq form a basis of Kover F. We call this a generalized normal basis theorem. Notice that the normal basis theqrem is a particular case of the generalized normal basis theorem, with~A.l=A.2= ... =A.,,_1=1.
Our generalization of the nonnal basis theorem is based on a combinatorial characterization of sets of integers (rOtrl'··· ,r,,-d such that aro,a\ ... ,a r .-I form a basis bf Kover F for some ex e K. This characterization is presented in Section 2, while its application to the generalized normal basis theorem for even q is presented in Section 3. Finally, in the concluding Section 4 we present other potential applications of the results of Section 2, we conj~ture that the generalized normal basis theorem is b'Ue for all finite fields, and we present some evidence to the validity of the conjecture.
The following notation is used throughout the paper: for integers or polynomials a and b, alb denotes "a does not divide b", a mod b is the least positive (or least degree) residue of a modulo b, 2. 
The following is a well known characterization of bases of Kover F (see for instance (1, p. 62] follows that (x,--I-l)lDR(X). The proof of the "if" part is a straightforward reversion of the above argumenL.
The main results of this paper are based on the following theorem. 
Proot: Consider the polynomial DR(X) defined in Lemma 2. By straightforward application of the detenninant fonnula, we obtain
+.s_ (4) Here, SII denotes the symmetric group on (O,l,' .. ,n-l), and sg (ell) denotes the sign of ell e SII' Let _ ,--2
,aIJ (5) denote the least degree residue of DR (x) modulo (xq--I-I (4) whose exponents are congruent to s modulo (q"_~). Hence, we obtain
4.
where ,,-1
Since~s) is~set of solutions cjl 1;0 (2). it follows from (6) 
GENERALIZATION OF THE NORMAL BASIS THEOR,EM FOR FIELDS OF CHARACTERISTIC TWO
In this section. we consider finite fields of characteristic 2. i.e. F=GF(q). with q=2'. We start with a series of lemmas leading to the mfrln results of the section.
,
The following lemma is a generalization of the uniqueness of radix-q representation of numbers.
Its proof is deferred to the Appendix.
Lemma 3: Let n and m be integers with rSm S n. and let "0).
•. j"'-I' be integers satisfying the following conditions:
(9) (10)
In the sequel. all arithmetic operations on indices from the set (O.I •...
•n-I) are carried out modulo n. unless noted otherwise. Also. we decompose n (the extension degree of Kover F) as
5.
n =1! m, with Ic~and m odd.
Let B" denote the set of pennutations 'V e S" satisfying the following properties: 
Notice also that the set at .the right. hand side of (P2) and (P2') contains exactly m elements, even thought its members are computed modulo n.
(ii) There is one and only one pennutation 'Vo in Bit such that 'Vo='Vo l . The pennutation 'Vo is defined by (iii) IB" I is odd.
Proof: (i) Assume 'Ve Bit. Let i e (O,I, ... ,n-lJ, and let j='V-'1(i+m). By property (PI) of 'V,
(ii) It can be readily verified that 'Vo e Bit, artd that 'Vo='Vo l • Assume that 'Ve Bit, and 'V='V- Consider the set of congruences
for all a e Sm' with~e S". Let cI>(J denote the set of solutions~of (20) for a given a, and let
7.
I.,emma 5: Con~der the transfonnation T:S"~S" defined by
If~e~O' for some a, then~T e c1>a. 
LA;+mqi+"'++(i+m) s;;" s(cr) mod (q"-I).
i=iJ Using the definition of T, and recalling that A;.-=A;, 0Si Sn -I, it follows from (22) that ,,-1
LA;qi+(.T)(i) ED s(cr) mod (q"-1).
;..0
Hence,~T e~a.
•
(23) A is m -periodic and at most one element of A can be zero. Therefore, n must be odd. Let b =2a(a) mod n. Then, it follows from (26) and Lemma 3 that
We claim that a~(a) =b. This follows immediately from (28) and from the fact that, for odd n. we Then, the number of solutions cjl to
By Theorem 2, this 'implies that (Ao).lq, ... )....-Iq"-I) is satisfiable.
• Theorem 3 is strongest when n is odd (i.e. m=n). In this case, the m -periodicity restriction on <A<l.Alt ... )...-1) is removed, and we obtain the following full fledged generalization of the normal \ basis theorem:
Corollary: Let q=2', and let n be an odd positive integer. Let~)..1t .
•. )..,. eIO,a'l, ... ,a'''-l fonn a basis of GF(q") over GF(q) for some ae GF(q"). Although the characterization of such sets was applied in this paper specifically to the generalization of the normal basis theorem, it has also arisen in other contexts, namely in the study of the use of maximum-length shift register sequences (M-sequences) for testing of logic circuits [7] . In that context, it is interesting to determine whether there exist sets {rO.rlo ... .r,,-d that are not satisfiable. For example, {O,2,5,7,9}
is such a set for q=2 and n=5 [7] . These sets are not "testable" by M-sequences with characteristic polynomials of degree n. The existence of such sets for arbitrary q and n is an open question when n is prime (the answer is known to be positive when n is composite [7] ).
We have generalized the nonnal basis theorem for finite fields of characteristic two. Our proof is valid for all choices~).1o ..'. )."-1 in the range~<q (with at most one A; equal to zero) when n is odd. and for more restricted choices of the Ai when n is even. We conjecture that the generalized normal basis theorem holds, without additional restrictions on the values Ai, for all values of q and n.
For odd values of n, we can establish that the conjecture is "almost always" true in the following sense: given n, the conjecture is true for all but a finite number of values p of the field characteristic.
This follows by observing that Theorem 2, and the lemmas leading to Theorem 3 and its Corollary are valid for fields of any characteristic. In the proof of Theorem 3, we establish the existence of an integer s=S (CJo) Hence, there is only a finite number of potential prime divisors of the difference, and the theorem holds 11.
for.all other primes.
APPENDIX. Step Z.
Step 1 produces a new sum 1: 'A,'jq '. If all k'j are distinct, stop. Else, go to Step l. 
Since all~; are distinct, uniqueness of radix-q representation applies again, and we ml;lSt have m' =m , of notation. the latter set equality allows for element multiplicity). This contradicts (AS), implying that
Step 1 of the simplification procedure could not have been applied. and that the original k; were all distincL· Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0578 -1989 
